ITER Communication Activities in China

ITER CN DA

Presented at 4th Communication Meeting in Moscow on 17-18 May, 2010
Participants of CN DA

• Ms. Bai Yanbing
  Director, Department of Basic Research, Ministry of Science & Technology

• Mr. Yang Changchun
  Senior Engineer, Division of Research & Development, ITER CN DA

• Ms. Liu Lili
  Project officer, Division of International Cooperation, ITER CN DA
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Basic Information of CN DA

• Establishment
  Official Establishment on 10 Oct., 2008

• Full Name
  China International Nuclear Fusion Energy Program Execution Center

• Relation with government
  public institution, affiliated to MOST

• No. of staff
  23 professional staff and 15 seconded / contracted staff

• New team & New office
Organizational Structure of CN DA

Ministry of Science & Technology

Experts committee on MCF

ITER CN-DA

- Division of Project Management
- Division of Technical Engineering
- Division of Administrative Affairs
- Division of International Cooperation
- Division of Research & Development
LOGO of CN DA
Communication means

• Website
• Press conference
• Television media
• Newspaper
• Academic journal
• Lecture
• Exhibition
• Others
Communication means(1)

Website:

• Home page of CN DA will be launched before IC-6
  www.iterchina.cn
• Home page of MOST
  www.most.cn
• Intranet of CN DA
• Other webs:  http://www.swip.ac.cn/
  http://www.ipp.ac.cn/
Communication means(2)

Press conference

• Two sections each year in China: NPC & CPPCC

• Press release in MOST
Communication means (3)

Television media

President Hu’s inspecting
Western Superconducting Technologies Co, Ltd
Communication means (4)

Others

• Lectures: DDG’s speech in colleges and universities
• Newspaper: news or notices in S&T daily
• Exhibition
Communication activities

- Guests from ITER members visiting CNDA
- Governmental leader visiting CNDA, related institute or companies
- Bilateral or multilateral meetings
- Publicizing the recruitments of ITER staff
- Publicizing the Monaco post-doctoral fellowship
- Publicizing the nomination of outsourcing
- Others
Minister Wan Gang and ITER DG
the opening ceremony of CNDA in Oct.10, 2008
Signing Ceremony for the Contract of ITER project TF conductor for Qualification, Oct. 2009
ITER DG’s visiting CNDA in April, 2010
Publicizing the recruitments or fellowship of ITER
ITER & Nuclear Fusion Energy Exhibition

• Time: June 10-25, 2010

• Venue: Exhibition Center in Suzou Industrial park

• Subject: ITER Project and Nuclear Fusion Energy

• Total Area: Nearly 1,000 square meters

• Object: IC-6 present members, local residents, students, ant other related people
Four parts of exhibition:
• In kind and sample
• ITER Model
• Display boards
• Multimedia

Visiting route
Exhibition(1)
Display in kind and samples

• In kind referred to the Procurement Packages currently allocated to China

• Samples
Exhibition(2)
ITER Model

- Size rate of the model 15:1
- Material
- About 2 meters in height, 2 meters in diameter
- It will be delivered to CNDA office after the exhibition
ITER Model (15:1)
Exhibition (3)
Display boards/Poster

• Introduction of ITER project
• Development history of ITER
• Current status of ITER
• CNDA’s role in ITER
• Procurement Packages allocated to China
• Nuclear fusion R&D in China
• ITER Members’ main Fusion facility and progress!
Exhibition(4)
Multimedia

• Principle of nuclear fusion
• ITER device
• Introduction of CNDA
• Cartoon display
• News coverage
Ask for......

• Providing relevant documents for the exhibition.

• Any suggestion for the exhibition & IC-6.

• liull@iterchina.cn  liulili419@hotmail.com
Welcome

• Welcome to Suzhou!
• Welcome to Shanghai World Expo!
• Welcome to China to have the next Com Meeting!